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Abstract—Achieving communication dependability in Sensor networks is difficult due to limitations on node power and wireless 

channel unreliability. This problem is fur ther  compounded by hard-to-detect attacks such as data-repor t tamper ing by malicious 

Cluster  Heads, and dropping of data-repor ts by intermediate nodes en route from the CH to the Base Station (BS). Detecting these 

attacks coupled with node failure detection may result in achieving enhanced reliability (semi-reliability) in sensor  networks data 

communication, depending on the granular ity and accuracy of diagnosis.  In this paper, we introduce consistency checking-based 

proxy-repor t schemes rooted at the BS for  detecting such data repor t dropping and tamper ing. The mer it of the solution methodology 

lies in its simplicity, comprehensive nature and practical usability. We consider  a cluster-based sensor  network model where sensor  

nodes within a cluster  send their  data to the CH which aggregates and forwards this data to the Base Station (BS) in the form of data 

repor ts. Our schemes use proxy repor ts to ver ify the accuracy and receipt of data repor ts sent by a CH to the BS. Proxy repor ts are 

per iodically sent along non-pr imary paths, enabling the BS to detect any tamper ing or  dropping of the data repor ts by malicious nodes 

on the pr imary paths with a cer tain probability. Proxy repor t transmission involves path-reuse and piggybacking on data repor ts from 

other  clusters, making the scheme lightweight and resulting in minimal additional control and energy overhead for  the energy 

constrained sensor  nodes. Simulation results show the robustness of our  schemes against random and patterned node failures.  

 

Index Terms— Malicious Cluster  Heads, Packet Dropping, Repor t Tamper ing, Secur ity, Sensor  Networks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks have found increased use in data collection and aggregation. They are especially important in hostile 

terrain or in wartime applications whereby aerial scattering (or any other similar installation) of sensor nodes and strategic 

positioning of Base Stations (BSs) allows rapid network deployment.  

The data collected using sensor networks in such scenarios may be critical for decision making (e.g., tracking moving enemy 

targets). If this data is tampered with or destroyed before it reaches the BS, the underlying decision making process may be 

significantly affected. Thus, it is desirable to have some degree of reliability or dependability in data communication for such 

networks. However, achieving communication dependability in sensor networks is difficult due to (a) limitations on node power 

and wireless channel unreliability, and (b) Byzantine failures and possible attacks on the network.  

Since sensor networks are often deployed in unattended or hostile environments, constraints mentioned in (a) above may 

magnify the impact of attacks and failures when compared with other wireless networks. For example, an adversary can 

compromise some nodes and the compromised nodes may deliberately drop data reports selectively, tamper with the reports, 

misroute them, or, inject false data into the network. These attacks result in inaccurate data aggregation at the BS and depletion of 
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the nodes’  battery power. Often due to the adverse ambient conditions, detecting such attacks or Byzantine failures is difficult. 

However, detection is crucial in mission critical operations where the BS may have to make decisions based on the received data 

reports.  

A. Motivation  

Current sensor network security research mainly concentrates on Key Management, Secure Broadcast, Sybil (impersonation by 

assuming multiple identities) Attacks and False Data Injection Attacks [10], [11], [12], [13]. These schemes address key 

management in the network, and re-keying protocols if some nodes are compromised. Though most security schemes for sensor 

networks assume the reports sent to the base station (BS) to be end-to-end encrypted by the CHs, these reports may be: (a) 

tampered with by malicious CHs, and this tampering may go undetected if the cluster size is large, or (b) selectively dropped by 

malicious CHs, or by other intermediate nodes in the path to the BS (or the reports may be misrouted to a passively-present 

adversary). For example, in the protocols mentioned above, non-receipt of the reports at the BS due to report dropping (or 

misrouting) would be undetected. These schemes would not be able to differentiate between reports dropped as a result of in-

network processing (or passive participation) and maliciously dropped reports. This is further discussed in related work in Sec. 

IX.A. Conventional networking protocols for reliable data delivery (e.g., TCP [14]) would not be viable in the sensor networks 

domain due to expensive communication, processing, and storage overheads. Besides, these protocols focus on communication 

reliability rather than security, and do not assume the presence of an adversary. Sec. IX.B. outlines the related research in the 

field and explains how schemes presented in this paper complement it. 

B. Problem Statement  

Thus, there is lack of detection and corrective techniques for: (a) report tampering by malicious CHs for large (more than 1-

hop) clusters, and (b) malicious report-dropping by CHs or other nodes in the path to the BS. This is due to the absence of (i) any 

acknowledgement style response from the BS, primarily due to overhead and management issues, and (ii) verification of reports 

received at the BS (except for any error correction codes that might be appended to the report by the CH itself). This is especially 

relevant in mission critical applications where admissibly reliable data delivery is desirable, or where the BS may have to make 

decisions based on the received data reports. 

This paper addresses detection of (a) report tampering and report dropping attacks by malicious CHs, and (b) report dropping 

attacks by any intermediate nodes on the route to the BS. The paper presents a lightweight BS-based monitoring scheme with 

minimal overhead that incorporates periodic verification of the data reports (checking for consistency between the main report 

and a proxy report) sent by the CHs to the BS. It also discusses in detail the design issues for such a scheme in the sensor network 

domain.  

The merit of the solution methodology lies in this simplicity, comprehensive nature and practical usability. This paper is 

unique in that it considers sensor networks with varied cluster sizes and different data formats, discussing the full implementation 

details irrespective of the topologies. Using our schemes in conjunction with schemes to prevent false data injection [10], [12], 

could result in enhancing the dependability and achieving enhanced reliability (semi-reliability) in sensor networks data 

communication, depending on the granularity and accuracy of attack detection.  

C. Paper Organization 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the network and security assumptions. Section III gives a 

high level description of our scheme. Section IV presents the BS-Cluster communication model. Section V discusses the design 
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considerations for various report formats. Section VI describes report verification and consistency-check techniques adopted by 

the BS. In Section VII we analyze several key security features of our scheme. Section VIII presents experimental results. Related 

work in literature is outlined in Section IX. Finally, Section X analyzes the current status and future direction of this research in 

terms of security and performance, and concludes the paper with a discussion of its contributions and limitations. 

II. NETWORK MODEL AND SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS  

A. Network Model Assumptions 

The paper considers a cluster-based sensor network model where sensor nodes are organized into clusters with each cluster 

having a unique cluster ID. The nodes within a cluster forward their data to the CH which aggregates and sends this data to the 

Base Station (BS) in the form of data reports. We assume the network to comprise of current generation of sensor motes, e.g., the 

Berkeley MICA/MICA2 Motes [1-6]. Cluster organization is static, but the role of the CH rotates according to some popular 

protocols [8], [9], and [15]. All links are bi-directional, though the cost of sending data may be different from CHs to BS than 

from BS to CHs [16], [17].  

Routes from each cluster to the BS can be computed using some well known schemes [18] and route updates and path repair 

(after node failures) can be performed on-the-fly. Route computation, route maintenance and routing protocols are outside the 

scope of this paper, and are addressed extensively in the existing literature [40],  [30], [31], [32], [33]. The network may maintain 

a multipath model (disjoint or braided multipaths [19]) with multiple paths between the BS and a CH. But at any given time, a 

CH will use exactly one primary route to the BS, and it will use this route for sending all traffic (reports and control data) to the 

BS [10]. The density of sensor nodes is relatively high such that each cluster is surrounded by several neighboring clusters, and 

nodes that are 1-hop neighbors, but not within the same cluster, can communicate with each other. 

B. Security Assumptions 

The aggregated data reports from a CH to the BS are end-to-end encrypted, thus they cannot be tampered or forged by any 

intermediate node on the route from CH to BS without detection. We assume the use of well known schemes for establishing and 

managing keys in the network [7], [20], [21]. These schemes assume that nodes are pre-loaded with some keying material which 

enables them to establish and update keys on-the-fly. Specifically, nodes in a cluster share a common group key with the BS 

which is used for encrypting the cluster’s reports. Nodes also share pair-wise keys with their one-hop neighbors both within and 

outside their cluster, and can establish pair-wise keys with other nodes as required.  Thus, we assume that non-malicious nodes 

have a way of securely communicating with each other (by renewing keys) even when a malicious node is detected in the 

network. New keys can be established and managed as and when old nodes are removed from the network. The BS is never 

compromised. 

III. TECHNIQUE OVERVIEW 

Resiliency against report tampering by malicious CHs and malicious report-dropping attacks by CHs or other nodes in the path 

to the BS is obtained through the traditional consistency-check techniques. In our proposed scheme, the BS receives two versions 

of data reports from the sensor suite and performs consistency checking by comparing them. In addition to a CH aggregating the 

cluster nodes’  data into a primary report, periodically a backup node within the cluster constructs a proxy report from the data of 

the nodes in its radio range. It forwards this proxy report to a node outside the cluster known as the proxy node. The proxy node 

forwards this proxy report to its own CH as specially marked data. This neighboring CH then sends this proxy-report to the BS 
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along its own primary path. This is shown in Fig. 1a where CH1 is the CH of the cluster under consideration.  

The BS ascertains the correctness and authenticity of the primary reports with some probability by verifying them for integrity 

and reliability against the proxy reports received by it along backup paths from stand-by nodes (backup and proxy, in this case). 

This is in addition to the consistency checks built in the reports themselves to detect any transmission and channel errors, and any 

tampering with the reports by nodes en-route to the BS. The techniques employed for such consistency checks, and for the 

primary-proxy report verification depend on the nature of the data reports and the size of the cluster. Frequency of proxy report 

generation, governed by the BS, depends on the correct receipt of previous primary reports by it. 

Report formats can be numeric values (e.g., temperature readings), or non-numeric data-string format. Clusters can be small 

(such that all nodes within a cluster are in the radio range of each other) or they can be larger. For small cluster sizes, reports sent 

to the BS contain XMAC values for verification. An XMAC value [10] is the XOR combination of encrypted message 

authentication codes (HMAC or encrypted-MAC of messages) sent by individual sensors. For large clusters with numeric report 

formats, Merkle hash tree [28, 29] based non-interactive function-specific proofs are sent to the BS along with the reports for 

verification. Finally, for large clusters with string data format, the reports sent to the BS contain the HMAC values with some 

compression function applied to the reports. The BS uses the XMAC values or the non-interactive proofs enclosed in the primary 

reports to ensure that the primary reports have been received accurately without any errors or en-route tampering. The BS 

compares the primary and proxy reports and verifies whether they are within certain error margins. 

The paths from the CHs of neighboring clusters to the BS comprise the set of backup paths for a given cluster. Fig. 1b shows 

the primary path and few of the possible backup paths for cluster with CH1. Selecting a backup path from the set of available 

paths is non-trivial: To maximize the chances of a proxy report being delivered accurately at the BS, effects of any node failure or 

compromise on the primary path (or the primary report) should have minimal impact on the backup path (or the proxy report).  In 

[22] the authors show that multipaths with least number of nodes and maximum disjointness between a pair of nodes in mobile 

ad-hoc networks are least likely to fail due to node mobility. Extending this logic to node failure in our model, backup paths 

maximally disjoint from the main path and having the fewest nodes are least likely to fail due to a node failure in the main path. 

The problem of finding backup paths that simultaneously satisfy the conditions of being shortest and maximally disjoint from 

primary path is NP-hard. This is addressed by us in a related paper [34] which presents a heuristic for selecting short paths that 

are sufficiently disjoint from the primary path. Presently, for the purpose of understanding the BS-Cluster communication model, 

it is sufficient to assume that the BS computes a heuristic measure called Degree of Disjointedness (DD) and the nodes in the 

Cluster utilize this heuristic for backup node and path selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1a. Backup and Proxy Nodes for cluster 

with CH1 

Fig. 1b. Primary and Backup Paths for 

cluster with CH1 
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A careful selection of backup and proxy nodes for every cluster is also in order. Backup nodes should be different from the 

CH, should not have sent more than a certain number of contiguous proxy reports to the BS in the immediate past, and their 

choice should be non-trivial to an adversary. This is to avoid malicious backup/proxy nodes repeatedly discrediting the primary 

data reports. The remaining battery power for the candidates should be greater than a certain threshold. Possible backup node 

selection techniques are:  

• Random Selection: Nodes randomly elect to be backup nodes. The advantage of this scheme is its simplicity; however, a 

malicious node can repeatedly elect to be the backup node. 

• Static Selection: Candidate nodes are arranged in an ordered set and sequentially assigned to be backup nodes. This can be 

done in a fashion such that the nodes are able to uniquely determine their order without exchanging any information [24]. The 

advantage over random selection is that a single malicious node cannot continually discredit the primary report at the BS.   

• Evaluation-based: Here a simple metric N is evaluated for each candidate node, where N is a function of DD, the amount of 

traffic sent by the node, the remaining power, and the area of the cluster covered by that particular node (i.e., the proportion of 

nodes whose data it can include in the proxy report, see Sec. VI). This is more complex but a fine-grained selection of nodes is 

achievable. 

IV. BS-CLUSTER COMMUNICATION MODEL 

This section presents BS-Cluster communication and associated computation for one cluster. The sequence is outlined in Fig. 2 

and described below. Steps (1) and (2) describe the initial computations. Steps (3) to (6) describe the subsequent continuous 

functioning of the scheme. The following notations are used: 

• p: primary path of the cluster under consideration 

• P
�

: set of backup paths (BS to neighboring CHs) for p 

• p
�

: backup path selected from P
�

 to send proxy report 

 

(1) The BS computes DD values for the set of backup paths in P
�

. Initially, it selects a backup path p
�

 from P
�

 (usually the path 

with the highest DD value). It sends the set of DD values to the cluster along the paths p and p
�

. Thus all nodes in the cluster 

should have the set of DD values. These DD values can be updated by the BS incase of any changes to p or the routes in P
�

. The 

DD values are piggybacked on the acknowledgement digests (explained below) to the cluster. 

(2) The BS acknowledges the last-t reports from a cluster through an acknowledgement digest, where t is an implementation 

dependent parameter. The value of t can be varied by the BS based on the number of previous reports received accurately, or it 

can be a function of the cluster size (e.g., log[n]). This is similar to flow control in TCP. Initially the BS sends this 

acknowledgement digest on both p and p
�

. Subsequently, a threshold may be used for the number of paths for sending the 

acknowledgement digest. For example, if more than half of the last t reports were correctly received, the BS sends the digest 

along p, else along both p and p
�

. Initially the choice of p
�

 is made by the BS. Eventually the choice of p
�

 is governed by the 

cluster nodes based on DD and local computations at the cluster. Once the cluster receives the DD, the process of proxy report 

generation is initiated. 

(3) The cluster determines the next backup node to generate the proxy report, and the path p
�

 to send the proxy report on.  

(4) The backup node collects the data of the nodes in its radio range to construct the proxy report. It passes the proxy report to 

the proxy node, which in turn sends it to its own CH as specially marked data. The format of the proxy report, cluster size, and 

determining the accuracy of the main report from the proxy report are discussed in Sec. V and VI.  
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(5) The cluster also acknowledges the acknowledgement digest received from the BS to enhance the robustness of the scheme. 

Receipt of this acknowledgement by the BS helps in accurate assessment of the reliability of the paths. This acknowledgement 

can be sent on p along with the next report, and also on p
�

 along with the proxy-report.  

(6) The BS controls the frequency of generation of proxy reports by communicating it to the cluster along with the 

acknowledgement digests. This is similar to the contention window in IEEE 802.11 [23]. If the primary reports are being 

received with adequate accuracy, then the BS can request to reduce the rate of generation of proxy reports. 

 

 
Fig. 3. 8-Node Merkel Hash Tree 

 
 

Fig. 2. BS-Cluster Communication for one cluster Fig. 4. Percentage of Cluster Area 

 

V. REPORT FORMATS: DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  

This section describes different report formats for different data types and cluster size scenarios. There are four different cases 

pertaining to small and large sized clusters and number and string format reports, each having different security and reliability 

implications. Below, we first present the notations used in the remainder of this paper to describe the reports.  

A. Report Format: Notations 

• C is the id of the cluster. 

• CH is the id of the cluster head. 

• BCK  is the pairwise key between the base station and cluster head CH . 

  

BS Cluster 

Send DD along 
p and p’  

 Send  t 
reports along 
path based on 
DD  

Send Ack 
and possible 
new DD 
values 

Determine 
backup 
node and  
path 

Compute 
DD 

Check data 
and 
recompute 
DD 

Determine 
new 
backup 
node and  
path 

Send ack 
for BS ack 
and new 
reports 

          . 
          . 
          . 
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• BpK  is the pairwise key between the base station and backup node P . 

• BiK  is the pairwise key between the base station and sensor node i . 

• nRRR ,,, 21 �  are the data collected by node n,,2,1 � ,  respectively. 

• nididid ,,, 21 �  are the ids of node n,,2,1 � , respectively. 

• Seq  is the sequence number of the report. 

• Nonce  is the random number used only for the report to guarantee message freshness. 

• )(MEK  is the symmetric encryption of message M  with key K . 

• )(MHMACK  is the encrypted message authentication code of message M  with key K . 

• )(MH  is the hash function of  message M . 

 

B. Report Format and Cluster Size: Different Cases 

 

(1) Small Cluster  Size: Str ing Format Repor t 

Pr imary Repor t: 

)||||||||||),(||||),((,,,, 11 CCHNonceSeqXMACidRidRECCHNonceSeq nnKBC
�  

Where ),(    ),( 111 nnKK idRHMACXORXORidRHMACXMAC
BnB

�=  

Proxy Repor t: 

)||||||||||)','(||||)','((,,,, 11 CidNonceSeqXMACidRidRECidNonceSeq pkkKp Bp
� Where: )','(    )','( '11'1 kkKK idRHMACXORXORidRHMACXMAC

BkB
�= ; 

',,'1 kidid �  are the ids of the nodes whose data was received by the backup node;  ','1 kRR �  are the data values received from 

those nodes; ',,'1 BkB KK �  are the corresponding pair-wise keys between those nodes and BS. To reduce the size of the 

transmitted reports, the concatenation operator || in Seq||Nonce||CH||C in the encrypted part can be replaced by the XOR operator. It 

is important to mention that a primary report and its corresponding proxy report would use the same sequence number Seq. 

However, the Nonce used would be unique for each report. 

 

(2) Small Cluster  Size: Numer ic Format Repor t  

This is identical to (1) above. 

 

(3) Large Cluster  Size, Numer ic Format Repor t 

This scenario uses Merkle hash trees [28], [29]. In a Merkle hash tree, every parent is the hash of the concatenation of its two 

children, and the root of the tree is the commitment of all leaf nodes. To authenticate a specific leaf node, (e.g. R4id4S4) the prover 

needs to provide all the values from the leaf to the root ( 0112032 ,, , rrrr ) [25]. Fig. 3 shows the Merkle hash tree of 8 nodes. 

Merkle hash trees also have the following properties: 

1. Given the root of the Merkle hash tree, it is not possible to recover any of the non-root nodes, including the leaf-nodes. 

2. Changing the root of the Merkle hash tree will lead to failure in future commitment verification. 

3. A single message can be the commitment of multiple messages.  

Properties 1 and 2 ensure message security while 3 ensures reduced communication overhead for sensor networks.  
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Pr imary Repor t: 

)||||||||||||),,((,,,, 01 CCHNonceSeqproofrRRfECCHNonceSeq nK BC
� Where: 

f is the function to be computed over collected data in the cluster (e.g., min or max); 0r  is the root of the Merkle hash tree of the 

collected data; proof  is the proof for the BS to verify the correctness of the report, which will be discussed in next section. 

The leaves of the Merkle hash tree are in the format ),,( iii SidR , where ),( iiKi idRHMACS
Bi

= .  

Proxy Repor t: 

)||||||||||||)',,'((,, , , 01 CidNonceSeqproofrRRfECidNonceSeq pkKp Bp
�    

Again, a primary report and its corresponding proxy report would use the same sequence number Seq, but the Nonce used would 

be unique for each report. Also, the root of the Merkle Hash tree would be different in the primary and proxy reports. 

The construction of proof will be dependent on the specific function that is being used. Two of the most commonly used 

functions are median and min (max). The details of constructing non-interactive proofs for median and min/max function are 

presented in the next section. 

 

(4) Large Cluster  Size, Str ing Format Repor t 

Pr imary Repor t: 

)||||||||||)||||((,,,, 1 CCHNonceSeqXMACRRCompECCHNonceSeq nK BC
� Where, Comp  is some lightweight compression function; 

),(    ),( 111 nnKK idRHMACXORXORidRHMACXMAC
BnB

�=  

Proxy Repor t: 

)||||||||||)'||||'((,,,, 1 CidNonceSeqXMACRRCompECidNonceSeq pkKp Bp
� Where )','(    )','( '11'1 kkKK idRHMACXORXORidRHMACXMAC

BkB
�=  

and other notations have the same meaning as in case (1).   

Again, the concatenation operator || in Seq||Nonce||CH||C in the encrypted part can be replaced by the XOR operator for size 

reduction. 

VI. REPORT VERIFICATION AND CONSISTENCY CHECK AT BS 

The BS verifies the validity of each report that it receives. It also checks for consistency between the primary and proxy 

reports. We first describe how the BS manages each report- format/cluster-size scenario described above. Small cluster size 

implies that each node in a cluster is within every other node’s radio range, making the consistency-check easier. Additional 

checks are required for large clusters with string and numeric format data reports, taking into consideration the area coverage of 

the backup nodes. This is discussed next. Finally, for large-size clusters with numeric format data reports, Merkle hash tree based 

non-interactive proofs for representative functions like median and min/max verification are also elaborated. 

A. Report Formats and Cluster Sizes: Computation at BS 

 

(1) Small Cluster  Size: Str ing Format Repor t 

To verify the validity of a report (either primary or proxy), the BS needs to investigate the following:  

• The sequence number, nonce and ids of cluster and CH (or backup node) in the plaintext part of the report are the same as that 

in the encrypted part. 

• The nonce is fresh; it has not been used previously.   
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• The XMAC is correct. Since the BS has all the pairwise keys, it can independently compute the XMAC after receiving the 

report. 

To check for consistency between the primary report and proxy report, the BS needs to ascertain the following:   

• The sequence number and ids of the cluster in the two reports should be the same. 

• The data values reported by the proxy report should be a subset of the values reported in the primary report.  

 

(2) Small Cluster  Size: Numer ic Format Repor t  

This is identical to (1) above. 

 

(3) Large Cluster  Size, Numer ic Format Repor t 

Report validation by the BS is similar to the first case. In addition, the legitimacy of the proof part inside a report needs to be 

ascertained, i.e., the BS needs to verify that the proof inside the report is an accurate representation of the reported data values. 

Details of proofs for some representative functions are presented in section VI.C below.  

Besides, the BS cannot directly check if the reported data values in the proxy report are a subset of the values in the primary 

report. However, the BS can ascertain this (with some probability) by performing some additional function-specific consistency-

checks for the two reports. This is discussed in section VI.B below.  

 

(4) Large Cluster  Size, Str ing Format Repor t 

The BS performs the same checks as in the first case, but it needs one more step to decompress the compressed part in both 

reports.  

B. Additional Checks for Large Size Clusters: Area Coverage 

Suppose the radio range of a single sensor node isr , the radius of the cluster is R , the distance between the backup node and 

the center of the cluster is u .  Then the backup node can cover area (For simplicity, we assume that the cluster is a circle) 

))()((2       

2
arccos

2
arccos

222
2

222
2

Rsrsuss

Ru

ruR
R

ru

Rur
rA

−−−−

�
�
�

�
�
�
�

� −++��
�

�
�
�
�

� −+=
 

  Where
2

urR
s

++=  

So the area that is not covered by the backup node is AR −2π .  If we take 1=R  and r is fixed, then the expected area that is not 

covered by the backup node (for a random backup node with random distribution in the cluster) will be � π−
1

0
)/1(   duA  

If we take 1=R and 1=r , then the expected area not covered by the backup node is 0.9786, which accounts for about 31.15% of 

the whole area of cluster. In the worst case, if the backup node is located near the edge of the cluster, the backup node will cover 

about 39.1% of the area, which means the backup node will receive data from about 39.1% of the nodes in the cluster.   

Figure 4 represents the values for [ π/1 A− ] (which is the percentage of the cluster area not covered by the backup node) for 

different p  and r , if we assume 1=R . From the figure it is clear that the proportion of area not covered by the backup node is 

almost inversely proportional to the radio range of a single node, and as long as the distance between the backup node and the CH 

is less the 0.8 times of the cluster radius, the proportion of area not covered by backup node will be less than one half. 
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C. Proofs for Representative Functions: Numeric Format Reports and Large Cluster Size   

In our scheme, we attach a proof part with every report. The proof part in the report in our scheme depends on the specific 

function f . We show the construction of the proof part for two representative functions: median and min/max. 

 

1. The proof for  Median Function. 

The proof part for the primary report can be adopted from the scheme in [25], which describes uniform sampling of )/(log εnO  

elements (wheren  is the number of sensors in one cluster and ε  is the approximation error which represents the tolerable error 

margin in reporting data). However, the approach adopted in [25] is to perform interactive proofs. Interactive protocols would be 

prohibitively expensive for sensor networks in terms of communication overhead, even if sub-linear rounds of communication are 

required (as described in [25]). 

We suggest that uniform sampling can be done through some public random functions (one method to obtain the seed of the 

public random function can be from the clock in the sensor nodes), and the interactive proofs in the original scheme in [25] can 

be converted to non-interactive proofs, thus substantially saving on communication overhead and making the technique feasible 

for sensor networks. 

The details of non-interactive proofs merit an entire paper and are outside the scope of the current discussion; however, we 

briefly mention a few possible techniques below: 

 

Non-interactive Proofs: Our construction of the proof part requires some random bits to be used as seed for some 

pseudorandom functions. To guarantee safety, we must ensure that the CH and the backup node cannot control or predict the 

random bits. To achieve this, one of the following methods can be chosen.  

• The first method is to install some tamper-proof hardware to generate random bits in the sensor nodes. This approach has no 

communication overhead but is expensive if the number of sensor nodes is very large. 

•  Another method is to use the current time as the random seed. This requires the sensor nodes to have precise time 

synchronization (time synchronization in sensor networks is a well researched problem). If the nature of the network requires 

time synchronization then this technique entails no additional overhead in terms of communication or hardware costs. 

Otherwise this technique would not be useful, especially when data aggregation needs to be performed frequently, resulting in 

frequent time synchronization requirements. 

• The third method is to use the delayed verification technique. In this scheme, the attached proof part in a data packet is the 

evidence of validity of the data sent in the previous data packet (or several previous data packets). The random bits are 

included in the Ack packet sent by the BS before this round of data aggregation. In this approach, the CH or backup node 

needs to cache the data of the previous round or several previous rounds (depending on the frequency of Ack packets). 

Techniques to improve robustness of the scheme in case of packet loss are in order. We will investigate this further in our 

future research. 

 

The proof part for the proxy report is the same as that in the primary report; the only difference is that the backup node may 

only collect data from  nn ≤1  nodes. Thus the sampling is done only over these l  elements. According to the following theorem 

[25], the median of l  elements should be close to the median of n  data points with high probability if l  is not too smaller 

thann . 
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Theorem 6.1 The median of uniform sample of l  out n elements naaa ,,, 21 �  with probability at least )/2(1
22 εle−  yields an 

element whose position in the sorted sequence naaa ,,, 21 �  is within nε  of 2/n .    

Remark 1:  If the backup node can receive data from all the nodes in the cluster, then the median reported by the backup node 

should be identical to the median reported by the primary node. In case of large clusters, if the backup node is not within the 

radio range of every other cluster node, some inter-cluster communication scheme to send all data to the backup node is required.  

This may be too resource consuming for the sensor nodes. Thus, the scenario that the backup node only receives a subset of data 

elements is considered. This would not incur much overhead since receiving is less resource consuming than broadcasting. 

Remark 2:  In the event that the primary report is lost and only the proxy report is received, the BS can still obtain and check the 

median from the proxy report (though the value may be inaccurate if the backup node does not receive enough data). 

Remark 3:  If the BS receives both the primary and proxy reports, it performs the previously mentioned validity and consistency 

checks. It enumerates the difference between the two medians reported by the CH and the backup node. If the difference between 

the two medians is located more than 2/)1( nk−  positions apart in the sorted sequence of elements in the primary report, then the 

BS detects that one of the two nodes (CH or backup) is cheating. Here k  is the percentage of the cluster area covered by the 

backup node. The BS can estimate some minimum value of k  and send this value to the cluster before this round of data 

aggregation. The nodes with values that are located 2/)1( nk−  positions apart from the reported median can be included in the 

proof for the BS to check.  

 

2. The proof for  M in/Max Function 

For the min/max function, we propose two approaches for constructing the proof. 

 

Approach 1: We adopt the data propagation scheme for min/max function in [25]. First a spanning tree is constructed such that 

the root of the tree holds the minimum (maximum) element, and then it is checked if the tree was constructed properly. If we 

make the same assumption as in [25] that uncorrupted sensors form a connected component, then both the CH and backup node 

can receive the min/max value. The backup node may not receive the authenticated states from all nodes in the cluster while the 

CH can receive all of them. The CH constructs the proof part as described in [25], containing )/1( εO  random samples of nodes 

and their corresponding paths to the root of the tree.   

Since the backup node receives the authenticated states only from some of the nodes in the cluster, it cannot construct the proof 

part in the same manner as the CH does. As in [25] assume that each sensor node i maintains a tuple of state 

variables ),,( iii idvp where ip , iv and iid  are the parent of the node in the tree being constructed, received min/max value, and 

identity of the node i, respectively. Suppose the backup node receives the min/max value from k neighboring nodes 

( knnn ,,, 21 � ) and the final state of node i is ),,( iii idvp , for ki ,,2,1 �= . Then the backup node can construct the proof through 

t  random samples of nodes from knnn ,,, 21 � , where every sample of node i is the concatenation of ),,( iii idvp and the MAC 

of ),,( iii idvp , computed using the shared key between node i and the BS.  

 

Theorem 6.2 If no more thanε  fraction of the sensors are corrupted, and the backup node reports a false min (max) value, then 

the BS will detect the false value with probability at least  tε−1   . 
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Proof:  For every sample node i, no node except i can forge the authenticated code of ),,( iii idvp . The backup node cannot cheat 

on this unless the node i is corrupted. Node i is corrupted with probabilityε , since no more than ε  fraction of the sensors are 

corrupted. For t  random samples, the BS will detect the false value with probability at least tε−1 .     

                                                                                                     

Approach 2: The scheme to find min/max in [25] requires d steps of broadcasting in the cluster, where d is the diameter (in terms 

of radio range) of the cluster. This scheme is still too expensive for practical sensor networks. If the data commitment (root of the 

Merkle hash tree in the aggregate-commit-prove approach) is constructed from the sorted leaf elements, and random sampling is 

used to construct the proof part directly, then a simpler, admissibly secure proof is obtained.  

In this case, the proof (in both the primary and proxy report) contains the random sample of ε/1  leaf elements and their 

corresponding hash in the Merkle hash tree. It is evident that if the CH (or backup node) chooses an element whose position is 

more than nε  elements away from the true minimum (or maximum) in the sorted data list, the following condition evaluates to 

true. Considering both reports together, the probability that one of the sampled elements (in either primary or proxy report) is 

smaller than the reported minimum (or greater the reported maximum) is 22 1)1(1 −−>−− eεε  

This probability can be further improved if we consider that the "sorted list" property will be violated if the CH or backup node 

reports a non-minimum (or non-maximum) element. 

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

    This section analyzes several key security features of our scheme and evaluates their impact. We show that the reports (both 

primary and proxy) cannot be forged by any outsiders and the contents of the reports are confidential. By proving the NP-

hardness of the minimum cost blocking problem, we demonstrate that it is difficult for any adversary to determine within an 

optimal cost, the subset of nodes to compromise such that the traffic from certain specific clusters can be completely blocked 

from reaching the BS.  

A.        Outsider Attacks 

       It is evident that if the pairwise key between the CH and BS is not compromised, then the contents of the data values in the 

reports cannot be decrypted by any outsiders. Also, no outsider can launch a replay attack since we use nonces and sequence 

numbers. False data injection attacks can also be prevented since all public parts in the reports (those items that are not encrypted 

in the report, such as sequence number, nonce, cluster id and node id) can be verified in the encrypted parts. Thus our scheme 

ensures safety against attacks by an outside adversary. 

B.      Hardness of Minimum Cost Blocking Problem  

     Suppose there are m clusters: mCCC ,,, 21 � . Every cluster iC uses a primary path iP  and backup paths ikii PPP ,,, 21 �  in k 

different rounds. One of the adversary's goals is to block the primary path and all backup paths in k rounds for some clusters, so 

no report from these clusters can reach the BS in these k rounds. Suppose the total number of sensor nodes is nmN = , where n is 

the number of nodes in one cluster. Every node has an associated cost ic ( Ni ,,2,1 �= ) to be compromised. The adversary’s 

goal translates to finding the subset of nodes with minimum total cost such that blocking (or compromising) this subset of nodes 

can block all traffic between a subset of clusters and BS in all k rounds. We demonstrate below that finding such a subset of 

nodes is NP-hard. 
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Theorem 7.1 It is NP-hard to find a subset of nodes with minimum total cost such that blocking (or compromising) this subset of 

nodes blocks traffic between a subset of clusters and BS in all k rounds. 

Proof   It is evident that the problem is equivalent to finding a subset of nodes with minimum total cost to block all primary paths 

and backup paths in k rounds for the specified clusters. If we regard each path under consideration as an element, every node as a 

set contains some elements. If a node is in a path, then the path is contained in the set corresponding to the node. The problem 

becomes the weighted set cover problem [35], which is the generalization of set cover problem and is NP-hard. 

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Though a qualitative approach was adopted for the security analysis, the performance of our scheme under node failures is 

evaluated through simulation experiments. We tested our schemes in a randomly generated network topology. In the simulation, 

we consider a total of 100 clusters where every cluster has 10 nodes. The simulation topology is a 1000 meter by 1000 meter 

square region which is divided into 100 small squares (every square has size 100 meter by 100 meter). Every cluster is located 

inside a small square, and all nodes belonging to a cluster are randomly distributed inside the small square. CH of every cluster is 

randomly chosen. We assume that all nodes are homogenous and the radio range of every node is 100 meters. When two nodes 

are in each other’s radio range, we say that they are connected. The BS is located in a corner of the square region, and all routing 

is based on the criteria that the routes with the smallest number of hops will be selected. If any tie exists, then one of the routes 

will be randomly chosen.  

We tested the performance of our scheme in the presence of two kinds of node failures: single node failures and patterned node 

failures. In case of single node failures, every node is assigned with a probability of it being compromised. In case of patterned 

failures, all nodes within a selected square region will be compromised. The center of this compromised square region is 

randomly assigned in the entire topology. We use MATLAB in our tests and all data points are the average of 100 runs.  

Fig. 5 is the probability of the reports reaching the BS with some nodes compromised or failed (these nodes are evenly 

distributed over the network). From Fig 5 we see that when the number of compromised nodes increases, the probability that both 

reports reach BS decreases almost linearly. The probability that at least one of the reports reaches the BS also decreases almost 

linearly. 

Fig. 6 shows the percentage of clusters from which neither the primary nor the proxy report reaches the BS when there is a 40m 

by 40m square patterned failure centered at a certain point. Fig. 7 represents the percentage of clusters from which only one of the 

primary or proxy reports reaches the BS when there is a 40m by 40m patterned failure centered at a certain point. Fig. 8 is the 

percentage of clusters from which neither the primary or proxy report reaches the BS when there is an 80m by 80m patterned 

failure centered at a certain point. Fig. 9 represents the percentage of clusters from which only one of the primary or proxy reports 

reaches the BS when there is an 80m by 80m patterned failure centered at a certain point. 

From Figs. 6, 7, and 8 we can see that there is a sharp increase in number of affected clusters when the affected area is near the 

BS and when the affected area is near the diagonal of the entire region. The trend of increase in the number of affected clusters is 

similar for clusters losing one report and clusters losing both reports when the affected area is close to the BS and the diagonal. 

As expected, larger failure area has increased effect. 

In reality, it may be more difficult to compromise the nodes closer to the BS. However, our experiments underline the fact that 

nodes near the BS need more protection as it would be easier for an adversary to have a large impact on the network by 

compromising fewer nodes proximal to the BS. This is due to the large number f routes passing through these nodes being 

compromised. 
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Fig. 5. Probability of Reports Reaching the BS 

 

 
Fig. 6.  40m X 40m Patterned Node Failure:  No Reports Reach BS 

 

 

Fig. 7. 40m X 40m Patterned Node Failure:  One Report Reaches BS 

 

Fig. 8. 80m X 80m Patterned Node Failure:  No Reports Reach BS 

 

 

Fig. 9. 80m X 80m Patterned Node Failure:  One Report Reaches BS   
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IX. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses related work in Sensor networks security and reliable data delivery, and compares it with our approach. 

Due to the different approaches adopted in security research and reliable data delivery, we mention these under different sub-

sections. 

A. Sensor Network Security 

In [7], Zhu et al. describe a mechanism for establishing, updating and managing four types of keys for sensor nodes: individual 

(node and BS), pairwise (node and neighbor), cluster (all nodes in a cluster), and group keys (for the entire network). In [21], 

Ning et al. also describe similar key management schemes. In [10], Zhu et al. present an interleaved hop-by-hop authentication 

scheme for filtering of injected false data in sensor networks. In [36], Perrig et al. present schemes for secure authentication in 

multicast communication, i.e., enabling receivers of multicast data to verify that the received data originated with the claimed 

source and was not modified en-route. In [1], the authors build on their work to address this issue specifically for networks with 

two component architecture: SNEP and � TESLA. SNEP includes: data confidentiality, two-party data authentication, and 

evidence of data freshness. � TESLA provides authenticated broadcast for severely resource-constrained environments. But our 

scheme addresses the issue of the CH modifying the data. In [10], the authors present a Random Key Pre-distribution scheme for 

sensor networks.  

In [25] the authors present a Secure Information aggregation scheme for sensor networks based on random sampling 

mechanisms and interactive proofs. This work assumes the use of special class of nodes called aggregators which respond to data 

queries and uses statistical techniques like computing the mean and averages of the readings recorded and gives a good 

approximation on the sensor readings to the users. In [13], Perrig et al. present a scheme to deal with Sybil attacks on sensor 

networks in which a node illegitimately assumes the identities of multiple nodes in the network. In [39], the authors address the 

key distribution problem in environments with a partially present, passive adversary: a node wishing to communicate securely 

with other nodes simply generates a symmetric key and sends it in the clear to its neighbors. In [12], the authors present 

symmetric key distribution protocol for large scale sensor networks with low overhead that uses one or more intermediate sensor 

nodes as a trusted intermediary to facilitate key establishment.  [37] (Distributed Detection of Node Replication Attacks in Sensor 

Networks) and [38] (Detection of Denial-of-Message Attacks on Sensor Network Broadcasts) are two other papers by same 

authors on related topics, but the manuscripts for these papers are not available at the time of writing this paper. 

B. Reliable Data Delivery 

In [41], Akyldiz et al. consider the problem of reliable downstream point-to-multipoint data delivery, from the sink to the 

sensors. In [42], Wan et al. claim to propose the first reliable transport protocol for wireless sensor networks by “pumping data at 

slow pace”  in networks with light traffic. In [43] and [44], Deb et al. provide schemes for differential Quality of Service in Sensor 

Networks. In [45], the authors introduce SPROID (Scalable Protocol for RObust Information Dissemination), which tags data 

generated with a unique identifier and provides reliable data delivery to all the sensor nodes in the network. 

As can be seen from this review, the conceivable problems of report tampering by a CH in a network with clusters of any size, 

and the detection of report dropping by en-route nodes, though important, have not been addressed by any prior work. 

X. CONCLUSION 

This scheme detects report tampering by malicious CHs and report dropping by CH or other malicious nodes on the route to the 

BS. It considers different cluster topologies and different report formats. The design of this scheme seeks to minimize the control 
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overhead for the energy constrained sensor nodes. Unlike TCP, our scheme can be tuned for obtaining a desired tradeoff between 

control overhead and the accuracy of detection. Thus, the degree of reliability in receiving data reports can be governed by the 

particular application. Using our scheme in conjunction with schemes to prevent false data injection can result in an end-to-end, 

semi-reliable data delivery model for sensor networks. Salient features of this scheme are: (a) Even if a backup node is malicious 

and deliberately sends an incorrect proxy report, the role of the backup node rotates such that no node serves as a backup for 

more than one consecutive proxy report. This minimizes the possibility of collusion attacks by colluding malicious nodes. (b) 

Sending the acknowledgement digest to the backup nodes makes it impossible for a malicious CH to go unnoticed. 

Our continuing work focuses on determining the control overhead entailed by the scheme through qualitative analysis and 

verifying the results through simulation. We are also looking at techniques to minimize the size and contents of the proxy reports 

without affecting the accuracy of attack detection.  
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